
The Classical Empires…
live in suspense!

AP World History

600 BCE – 600 CE



Population Growth



Urbanization



Afro-Eurasia in 500 BCE



Afro-Eurasia in 350 BCE



Afro-Eurasia in 200 BCE



Afro-Eurasia in 100 CE



Persian Empire



Persian Empire (558-332 BCE)

• Founded by Cyrus the 
Great

•Darius I (521-486 BCE)
• Balanced central 

administration & local 
governors

• Divided government into  
districts ran by satraps 
(governors)

• Built the Royal Road

• Fought Persian Wars 
against Greece (500-479 
BCE)

• Lost: led to the decline of 
the Persian Empire



Royal Road



Persian Empire

•Persian Society
• Women worked in textile 

manufacturing

• Government used slaves to 
complete public works 
projects

•Persian Economy
• Government coined money

• Facilitated trade from 
Greece to India

•Persian Religion
• Zoroastrianism

• Dualism: good vs. evil

• Monotheism 



World in 350 BCE



Classical China

•Zhou Dynasty (1029-258)
• Mandate of Heaven

• Feudalism

•Decline of Zhou Dynasty
• Confucianism

• Daoism

• Legalism



Dynasty is founded by a 

powerful leader.

Period of great prosperity and 

power.

• Restores peace and glory to 

China

• Builds roads, irrigation 

systems, bridges; improves 

lives of citizens

Period of Decline

• Higher taxes

• Social services decline

• Natural disasters 

Period of Rebellion

• Dynasty is 

overthrown
Dynastic 

Cycle



Mandate of Heaven

• Sons of Heaven = emperors





The sages of old have explained it, “when the Son 
of Heaven does good, Heaven rewards him.  

When the Son of Heaven is unfair in dispensing 
reward and punishment and is not impartial in 

judging lawsuits, the empire is visited with 
disease and calamity, and frost and dew that is 

untimely.”

Mozi 470-391 B.C.E.



Feudalism

Nobles granted land 

in return for loyalty 

and military service 

to king



Shi Huangdi—Qin Dynasty
221-202 B.C.E.

• 1st emperor

• Doubled China’s size

• Unified China

• Burned the “useless” 
books of Confucius

• Nobles had to live in 
capital

• Centralized gov.

• Autocracy—ruler has 
unlimited power

• Uniform code of law

• Standardization of: written 
lang., weights, 
measurements,…



Great Wall of China















Terra Cotta Soldiers

•Burial ground for Shi Huangdi

•Found in 1974

•700,000 men worked 30 yrs. To make 7000-8000 soldiers, horses, chariots





Terra Cotta Army

















Han Dynasty (202 BCE-9 CE)

• Founded by Liu Bang
• Longest dynasty in 

Chinese History

•Conquered northern 
Vietnam, Korea, and 
Central Asia
• Tribute System

•Monopolized iron, 
salt, and liquor



Han Dynasty
200 B.C.E. – 220 C.E.

Government:
• Bureaucracy grew stronger & larger

• Civil service exam began—based on Conf. idea
• Schools for bureaucrats-in-training
• Conquered northern Vietnam, Korea, and Central Asia

• Tribute System
• Government took a census
• Gov. sponsored intellectual life: astronomy, history

• Gov. taxed people & required annual labor from men

• Trade along the Silk Roads increased

• Peace across China

• Increasingly patriarchal

• First paper was manufactured 

• Water-powered mills invented



Han Wudi (Wu Ti)

•Ruled from 141-87 BCE
• Supported Legalism

•Two Goals
• Centralize government

• Expand the empire

•Reforms
• Expanded bureaucracy

• Started an imperial university

• Confucian examination 
system

• Expanded the Silk Roads



Silk—“The Best Kept Secret”

• Farmers paid their taxes in silk

• Revealing the secret, or smuggling silkworm eggs or cocoons 
outside of China, is punishable by death 

• Uses: everyday clothing, strings on musical instruments, paper



Maurya Empire

• Chandragupta Maurya founded (defeated 
Alexander’s army)

• One of world’s largest empires

• Strong centralized gov.

• Provincial leaders that governed on behalf of king

• Est. common currency

• Ashoka—peace under his rule (devoted life to 
peace)

• Converts to Buddhism

Economy

• Internal & external trade thrived &expanded

• Taxes = ½ of crops to king



Ashoka (268-232 BCE)

•Conquered most of India
• Used elephants in warfare

•Reforms
• Pillars of Ashoka

• Centralized bureaucracy

• Expanded agriculture

• Built roads to promote 
trade

•Promoted the spread of 
Buddhism

•Empire declined after 
Ashoka’s death



Edicts of Ashoka



Caste System

Aryans

Twice born

Untouchables

Handled waste, carried dead, 

butchered animals

Priests

(Brahmin)

Warrior, 

gov. officials

Traders, farmers

Common laborers

• Began to show distinction 

between Aryans and native

• Enforced rules of social 

behavior

• Based on skin color

• Slavery wasn’t necessary



Gupta Empire
• Rulers were Hindus

• Buddhism was tolerated

• Reinforced caste system

• No centralized gov. or extensive 
bureaucracy
• No emphasis on political values (diff. than 

China)

• Indian religion didn’t stress politics

• Spread uniform law codes

• Emphasis on trade; merchants had a 
higher status than in China 

• Taxation syst. 

•Eventually destroyed by the White 
Huns



Status of Women
• Became increasingly patriarchal

• Women lost right to own property

• Wife is to worship husband as a 
god

• Hindu thinking questioned if a 
woman could advance spiritually 
w/o first reincarnating as a man

• Arranged marriages

• Sati—practice of a widow 
throwing herself on her husband’s 
pyre

• Suppose to bestow honor and 
purity to the widow





Ancient Greece
•Geography prevented 
political unification
• Culturally unified

•City-States
• Different political systems

•Unified when threatened
• Persian Wars

•Wars weaken city-states
• Peloponnesian War (431-404 

BCE) Sparta defeated Athens





Italy & Greece 2007



Acropolis—Fortified Hill

1687—damaged as a result of 

Ottomans using it as an 

ammunition dump







Greek Columns



Discus 
Thrower
by Myron



Nike of 
Samothrace



Greek Colonization



Alexander the Great (332-323 BCE)

• Father, Philip II, 
conquered most of 
Greece

•Built a massive empire
• Conquered Persia & Egypt

• Threatened India

•Empire divided into 3 
parts after his death



Hellenistic Empire

Indus



Alexander the Great Map



Roman Republic (509-44 BCE)
•Political System

• Consuls

• Senate (patricians)

• Tribunes (plebeians)

•Military expansion
• Assimilated conquered 

peoples

•Twelve Tables
• Created a standardized 

system of laws

• Established rights for 
defendants



Expansion of Roman Republic



End of Republic

•Growing tensions 
between rich & poor

• Julius Caesar
• Dictator for life in 44 BCE

• Reforms

• Sought to relieve tension 
between the classes

• Executed by aristocratic 
conspirators





Roman Empire (31 BCE-476 CE)

•Established by Augustus
• Continued military expansion

• Pax Romana

•NOT a dynasty
• Succession often depended 

upon military strength

•Tolerated local customs & 
religions

• Laws & patriotism held 
empire together

•Pax Romana—27 B.C.E.-
180 C.E.





Roman Economy

•Developed colonies to gain access to 
grain

Trade:

• Long-distance trade (across Medit. Sea 
& Silk Roads)

• Imported: luxury products

• Merchants in 2nd highest class





Pax Romana Advances:
• Public works (bridges, aqueducts,

roads)— engineers!!!!

• Romans roads & sea lanes 

connected Rome to Silk Roads

• Safer highways

• Latin—common language

• Common coinage for easy trade

• Stadiums for entertainment (“bread 

and circuses”)

• Christianity spreads



Roman Colosseum



Pantheon-(~120 C.E.) 1st building to emphasis interior rather than 

exterior; dedicated to all gods; later became a church; the dome weighs 5,000 
tons; walls are 20 feet deep at the base





The oculus is the only natural lighting 

in the Pantheon.



Roman Culture

•Preserved Greek knowledge and 
advancements

•Modified Greek alphabet 

•Religion adapted from Greeks

•Adapted Greek architecture



Roman Society
•Patriarchal
•Women’s Rights:

•Noble women did have 
influence in family life

•Sometimes owned property
• Fewer rights according to 
the law

•Slaves were 1/3 of 
population
•Worked on farms, mines, 
household duties

•Tutored wealthy children
•Served as entertainment 
(gladiators, …)

•Because of wide use of 
slaves, they fell 
technologically behind 
China and India



Rome’s Decline
• 395 C.E.—Roman Empire divided b/w East and West

• 2 capitals: Rome and Constantinople

• East was thriving—center for trade, art, culture

• Early sign = drop in population

• Slow fall—250 years





The Fall of Rome—476 C.E.

1. External threat— Germanic tribes invaded Rome because 
they were being invaded by the Huns (Mongol nomads) 

2. Political—Corruption of gov. officials

3. Social—Moral decay (focus on luxury)

4. Economic—Trade and commerce fell

• Too much money spent on imports

“It is the end of the world . . . Words fail me.  My sobs break in . . . The city 
which took captive the whole world has itself been captured.” -St. Jerome



Hun Invasion


